
The Problems of Heading West

Lesson Objective:

To understand the issues facing those deciding to start a new 
life in the West by travelling along the Oregon Trail.

To know of specific examples of those who headed West –
particularly the Donner Party.



Contextual information:
Before the Oregon Trail, the only way to reach the West coast of America 
was to reach it by sea, by sailing down around South America and up the 
west coast. It could take up to a year and was very expensive.

In 1825 however, a fur trapper and explorer named Jedidiah Smith found a 
route through the Rockies which  meant the Oregon Trail could be 
established, now there was a route that wagons could pass along. Other 
fur trappers and explorers used the route too. They produced leaflets for 
others to follow.

In 1836, two married couples used the trail to travel to Oregon. They were 
missionaries who wanted to convert the native Americans to Christianity.
By 1841 60 people made the trip.
By 1842 100 people made the trip.
In 1843 900 people made the trip.

The numbers continued to grow rapidly. By 1846 more than 5,000 people 
had migrated west along the Oregon Trail.



Lesson 
Outcomes

To describe the dangers and problems involved in 
travelling the Oregon Trail and the preparations 

needed to successfully reach the West coast.
Target 4-5

To explain the difficulties involved in heading West 
along the Oregon trail with particular reference to 

the Donner party.
Target 6

To assess the dangers and challenges involved in 
undertaking the Oregon Trail by looking at how far 

the trail was a danger to life and health, with 
reference to at least the Donner Party as a case 

study.
Target 7+



Task: Planning a trip west

Create a list of things that 
people who headed west had 
to plan for and think about 
before their journey

Then research and list the 
dangers they could face on the 
journey

Resources:
Page 21 of textbook
What to take on the Oregon Trail
Additional research of your own









Task: A Case study of the Donner Party – a detailed look

Use the information you have been given to put the events in chronological order and 
arrange around the map appropriately to show the disastrous Donner party Experience



May 1846 – A party led by Jacob and 
George Donner left Independence and 
made good initial progress. 60 wagons and 
over 300 people made up the Donner Party. 
They were well equipped but contained 
more older people and children than was 
usual.

At Fort Bridger the group split. 80 people, 
including the Donner brothers wanted to 
try a new short cut that a trail guide named 
Lansford Hastings claimed would cut 550km 
off the established route. Despite the fact 
he had not actually tried the route for 
himself they decided to trust him. The 
remainder of the party did not want to risk 
it and continued on the established trail.

This ‘short cut’ was anything but. There 
were no markings, no ruts of previous 
wagons to follow and the terrain was 
rocky with steep slopes and canyons. 
There were difficult rivers to cross with no 
designated crossing points like on the 
Oregon trail. There were also stretches of 
desert with no forts to take on provisions. 
Took a month longer to go this way 
before reconnecting with the main trail to 
California!

Constant arguments ranged as to press on 
or turn back. Fights started. One member of 
the party (James Reed) killed another in self 
defence and was banished. The exhausted 
group reached the Sierra Nevada mountains 
in mid October.

By November the exhausted Oxen had 
dragged the wagons high into the 
mountains but before they could cross the 
pass the snow came earlier than usual and 
trapped them.

The remaining animals died and 
eventually food ran out. They resorted to 
eating bones, bark and twigs. The first 
person died of starvation on 15th Dec.

When rescuers (including James Reed 
who had been banished) finally found 
them in February only half were still alive 
and those survivors had resorted to eating 
the flesh of those who has died. Two 
Indian Guides who had been helping them 
were butchered for refusing to eat human 
flesh. James Reed’s wife and 4 children 
were still alive. Neither Donner brother 
was.

A description by one of those in the 
rescue party (Captain Fellun)
“A horrible scene presented itself. Human 
bodies terribly mutilated, legs, arms and 
skull scattered in every direction. At the 
mouth of a tent stood a large kettle 
(cooking pot), filled with human flesh cut 
up, it was the body of George Donner. His 
head had been split open and the brains 
extracted.”

News of their suffering and in particular 
the sensational story of cannibalism spread 
east and was a factor in the fall off in the 
numbers heading west in the following 
year.

Task: A Case study of the Donner Party – a detailed look
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Exam Question (8 marks)

• Write a narrative account analysing why 
Americans went West in the years 1836 – 1849. 
You may use the following in your answer:

- The Oregon Trail from 1836

- The Californian Gold Rush 1849

- You must also use information of your own.



You will need to write an organised 
answer, putting events into the correct 
chronological order (get revising those 
timelines!). You need to show how each 

event is connected to and led to the next 
event. You will need to explain THREE 

events in your narrative.

Events to Think about:

The Oregon Trail 
Californian Gold Rush 
Economic Depression in the East
California becomes US territory
Oregon becomes US territory
Government Encouragement (Pre emption Act)
Any others?

Step1: Put  these events in chronological order and match the dates to 
the event
1837 From 1836 1849  1842 1848 1846



Step 2 – Decide which 
three events you want to 

include in your answer 

Analytical narratives are NOT stories.
The analytical narrative, as well as linking events, also makes clear 
what followed on from them and what difference they made.
The use of process words and phrases show that something was 
happening and therefore suggest the impact.
Practice selecting key events, sequencing them and linking them into a 
process that explains an outcome.



Key phrases/words 
for a historical 
narrative to 

demonstrate links:

• therefore
• because of this…
• thus…
• in order to…
• as a consequence…
• hence…
• this led to…
• combined with…
• as a result…

Process words:
• began
• became

• developed
• changed
• realised
• ended

• intensified
• grew

• followed
• worsened
• improved
• increased
• reinforced
• encouraged
• deteriorated

• despite





WAGOLL

• An important first development in the early settlement of the 
West was the opening of the Oregon Trail which was used by 
people other than explorers and fur trappers from 1836. Due 
to the opening of this trail it became possible for settlers to 
cross the Plains and find a route through the Rocky Mountains 
to Oregon and California. As a consequence of this route 
being established, increasing numbers of people began to 
head West and by 1846 over 5,000 people had made the 
journey.

• This new access, combined with economic depression in the 
east from 1837  encouraged more Americans to brave the 
trail and head for a new life West…….









By November the exhausted Oxen had 
dragged the wagons high into the 
mountains but before they could cross the 
pass the snow came earlier than usual and 
trapped them.

At Fort Bridger the group split. 80 people, 
including the Donner brothers wanted to 
try a new short cut that a trail guide named 
Lansford Hastings claimed would cut 550km 
off the established route. Despite the fact 
he had not actually tried the route for 
himself they decided to trust him. The 
remainder of the party did not want to risk 
it and continued on the established trail.

This ‘short cut’ was anything but. There 
were no markings, no ruts of previous 
wagons to follow and the terrain was 
rocky with steep slopes and canyons. 
There were difficult rivers to cross with no 
designated crossing points like on the 
Oregon trail. There were also stretches of 
desert with no forts to take on provisions. 
Took a month longer to go this way 
before reconnecting with the main trail to 
California!Constant arguments ranged as to press on 

or turn back. Fights started. One member of 
the party (James Reed) killed another in self 
defence and was banished. The exhausted 
group reached the Sierra Nevada mountains 
in mid October

May 1846 – A party led by Jacob and 
George Donner left Independence and 
made good initial progress. 60 wagons and 
over 300 people made up the Donner Party. 
They were well equipped but contained 
more older people and children than was 
usual.

When rescuers (including James Reed 
who had been banished) finally found 
them in February only half were still alive 
and those survivors had resorted to eating 
the flesh of those who has died. Two 
Indian Guides who had been helping them 
were butchered for refusing to eat human 
flesh. James Reed’s wife and 4 children 
were still alive. Neither Donner brother 
was.

The remaining animals died and 
eventually food ran out. They resorted to 
eating bones, bark and twigs. The first 
person died of starvation on 15th Dec.

News of their suffering and in particular 
the sensational story of cannibalism 
spread east and was a factor in the fall off 
in the numbers heading west in the 
following year.

A description by one of those in the 
rescue party (Captain Fellun)
“A horrible scene presented itself. Human 
bodies terribly mutilated, legs, arms and 
skull scattered in every direction. At the 
mouth of a tent stood a large kettle 
(cooking pot), filled with human flesh cut 
up, it was the body of George Donner. His 
head had been split open and the brains 
extracted.”

May 1846 – A party led by Jacob and 
George Donner left Independence and 
made good initial progress. 60 wagons and 
over 300 people made up the Donner Party. 
They were well equipped but contained 
more older people and children than was 
usual.

Constant arguments ranged as to press on 
or turn back. Fights started. One member of 
the party (James Reed) killed another in self 
defence and was banished. The exhausted 
group reached the Sierra Nevada mountains 
in mid October

This ‘short cut’ was anything but. There 
were no markings, no ruts of previous 
wagons to follow and the terrain was 
rocky with steep slopes and canyons. 
There were difficult rivers to cross with no 
designated crossing points like on the 
Oregon trail. There were also stretches of 
desert with no forts to take on provisions. 
Took a month longer to go this way 
before reconnecting with the main trail to 
California!

By November the exhausted Oxen had 
dragged the wagons high into the 
mountains but before they could cross the 
pass the snow came earlier than usual and 
trapped them.

At Fort Bridger the group split. 80 people, 
including the Donner brothers wanted to 
try a new short cut that a trail guide named 
Lansford Hastings claimed would cut 550km 
off the established route. Despite the fact 
he had not actually tried the route for 
himself they decided to trust him. The 
remainder of the party did not want to risk 
it and continued on the established trail.

News of their suffering and in particular 
the sensational story of cannibalism spread 
east and was a factor in the fall off in the 
numbers heading west in the following 
year.

When rescuers (including James Reed 
who had been banished) finally found 
them in February only half were still alive 
and those survivors had resorted to eating 
the flesh of those who has died. Two 
Indian Guides who had been helping them 
were butchered for refusing to eat human 
flesh. James Reed’s wife and 4 children 
were still alive. Neither Donner brother 
was.

A description by one of those in the 
rescue party (Captain Fellun)
“A horrible scene presented itself. Human 
bodies terribly mutilated, legs, arms and 
skull scattered in every direction. At the 
mouth of a tent stood a large kettle 
(cooking pot), filled with human flesh cut 
up, it was the body of George Donner. His 
head had been split open and the brains 
extracted.”

The remaining animals died and eventually 
food ran out. They resorted to eating 
bones, bark and twigs. The first person 
died of starvation on 15th Dec.


